Classroom Seat
Posture + Attention = Learning

Designed by the Leckey team of experienced therapists and engineers, Pal is an attractive, robust and easy to use classroom and nursery seating system for kids of 1-12 years of age, with mild to moderate postural needs. It is designed to give improved stability, which helps reduce fatigue and allows the child longer periods of concentration and fine motor activity. Available in 4 sizes and 4 colours it will help kids up to 12 years of age to participate, learn and give their full attention in the classroom.
Humpty Dumpty
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses
and all the king’s men
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Little Miss Muffet
Little Miss Muffet,
sat on a tuffet.
Eating her curds and whey.

Who scattered her books and papers
And made her run away?

She!

There be
She!
We!

He!

Come!

Is!

There!

Be!

We!

He!
Created for self assessment
The simplicity of Pal enables the therapist to assess the child’s needs, instantly order their Pal Classroom Seat and quickly and easily set up the product when it arrives. Pal really is the simple, fast way to help kids join in with learning.
Available in 4 sizes and 4 colours
Order using 4 easy steps...

1. Measure
Pal is a self assessment product where you assess the size required by 3 simple measurements:
1. Seat depth
2. Seat width
3. Seat height

Pal is available in 4 sizes and comes in 4 fab colours: green, orange, blue and pink.

2. Order
Email info@leckey.com or just call our Customer Service Department
UK 0800 318 265
ROI 1800 626 020 for an instant quote indicating:
1. Chair size and colour.
2. Any leg accessory: Castor, Rocker, Stabiliser or High Seat.
3. Any other accessory items: Footrest, Tray, Table, Pommel and the Side Pad option you require.

3. Delivery
Our fast track service will deliver your chair within 14 days. The chair will be delivered assembled and ready for use.

4. Set-up
Set the leg height, armrest height and back angle to suit the child. Easy!!
The Pal Seat comes as standard with depth adjustable seat base, angle adjustable back rest, 2 point pelvic strap, height adjustable legs, height adjustable armrests and wipe clean back rest and seat base cushions.

**Pal Product Codes**

X = Size 1, 2, 3 or 4  
AA = Colour (01 Green, 02 Orange, 03 Blue, 04 Pink)